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ABOUT FUEL FOR SCHOOL 

Fuel For School is a program through which primary schools can join The Real Junk Food 

Project (TRJFP) in the global fight against food waste. We will help your school to take direct 

local environmental action and make a positive change in your community. Our educational 

program helps you to use this exciting environmental campaign as a live and active learning 

environment for your pupils.   

A bit of background  

Fuel For School is a program that was developed as a collaboration between the Real Junk 

Food Project and Richmond Hill Primary School in Leeds in 2015.  

History of the Real Junk Food Project  
On 22nd February 2013, whilst working on an almond farm in North Victoria, Australia, 

Adam Smith decided to tackle the astronomical amounts of food waste he had encountered 

whilst working in the industry and on farms.  

Utilising his catering skills, he headed back to Melbourne and created The Real Junk Food 

Project – to rid the world of food waste, by allowing equal access to food to all on a Pay As 

You Feel basis, a concept he had witnessed proving successful across Melbourne.  

Taking advantage of the free public BBQs in Australia, Adam and teams of volunteers spent 

8 weeks intercepting food destined for waste, cooking it, serving it to people, and educating 

the public on how and why food is wasted.  

Adam returned to Leeds in October 2013, and after discussions with Duncan Milwain, a 

charity lawyer, created The Real Junk Food Project C.I.C. – established 10th December 2013.  

By 16th December 2013, the UK’s first PAYF café was opened in Armley, Leeds in 

partnership with the Healthy Living Network, which offered Adam the chance to operate a 

pop-up café, several days a week…and the rest is history. There are now over 120 The Real 

Junk Food Project cafes in multiple countries around the world.  

History of Fuel For School  
In response to children arriving at school hungry, the UK’s first PAYF café opened inside a 

primary school – Richmond Hill, Leeds in 2015. The collaboration between the school and 

TRJFP proved very successful for both parties. The impact on the local community from 

having better access to food, but also better skills and awareness was transformational.   

Nathan Atkinson, head teacher at Richmond Hill Primary School and TRJFP came together 

and decided to develop a program that would enable any school to adopt and implement a 

partnership with TRJFP. Fuel for school now operates in multiple cities around the UK and 

aims to empower the next generation to REALLY feed the world.  
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UNDERSTANDING THE PROGRAM  

Fuel For School revolves around a weekly food market at your school. The food market will 

help you generate impact in 3 distinct areas: 

• Environmental 

• Social 

• Educational 

 

Creating environmental impact with Fuel For School 

TRJFP intercepts surplus food, and find ways for it to be used. Your school will receive a 

delivery of this surplus every week, up to 52 weeks in the year. Just by using this food, and 

preventing that it has to go to landfill, you will be preventing the same amount of 

environmental damage as done by a car driving around the globe every 6 months. 

The activities in the program will also suggest many other ways in which the school and the 

local community can create additional environmental impact. 

Food safety  
The Real Junk Food project works with qualified professionals who assess the safety of all 

our food. All food delivered to your school will be safe to eat. Some of the food might not 

look perfect. Fruit or vegetables might be wonky, or very ripe. You may also find products 
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that are past their date. To understand why we have provided you with this food it is useful 

to explain a bit more about the 2 most common dates that are used on products:  

Use by: A use by date indicates that the producer of the food does not guarantee the safety 

of it after that date. Unless you are very knowledgeable you should not eat food past a use 

by date, and we will not provide these products to your school.  

Best before: Best before dates indicate a guarantee of maximum quality. After this date a 

biscuit might be slightly less crunchy, or a vegetable might look less perky. However this 

does not impact on their safety. Just because a product is past their very best does not 

mean you shouldn’t eat it.  

All dates aside, how you store your food is much more important to its freshness and safety. 

More information is provided by the Food Standards Agency: 

https://www.food.gov.uk/science/microbiology/use-by-and-best-before-dates   

Creating social impact with Fuel For School 

Your food market will run on a Pay As You Feel (PAYF) basis. This means that parents and 

other customers can make their own decision on how they pay for the food they take. They 

can make a cash donation of any amount they think is appropriate, and this cash can help 

the school to generate some extra income. However Pay As You Feel also means that you 

can pay in kind or by donating some time and skills. 

For parents this means the food market creates a weekly food offering that is accessible 

irrespective of their economic and social circumstances. For the school it can also create a 

valuable opportunity to engage with parents, and to involve them in school activities. 

Creating education impact with Fuel For School 

Your market stall is a versatile and engaging live learning environment. The program will 

give you access to training educational resources that help you make the most of this. In 

additional we'll come and help you by delivering an annual assembly and workshop within 

your school.  

We are continuously developing resources that your school can use as part of this program. 

Some of these resources will cover key aspects of the national curriculum. All Fuel For 

School resources are licenced under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 

International License, as signified by the following icon:   

   

This means that you are welcome to change and amend any of the resources we provide. All 

we ask is that you attribute us, and that you share your version of these resources with us 

and others in return. 

https://www.food.gov.uk/science/microbiology/use-by-and-best-before-dates
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Induction Pack  
This is your induction pack. It is designed to get you the best start to setting up your market 

stall and get your started with the program. In addition to this introduction there 5 further 

packs that will help you and your pupils prepare. Each of the 5 packs is focussed around a 

key question: 

• Where does food come from? 

• Where does wasted food go?  

• How do I keep food fresh?  

• Who eats the food we make?  

• How much is food worth?  

Cooking and Nutrition  
From September 2017 we will offer support for the delivery of the Cooking and Nutrition 

element of the Design and Technology Curriculum over Key Stages 1 & 2. This will include a 

delivery and assessment scheme with lesson plans and reusable worksheets and other 

resources. The pack will cover the following outcomes:  

Stage Outcome  
KS1   Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes  
KS1  Understand where food comes from.   
KS2  Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet.   
KS2  Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a 

range of cooking techniques.   
KS2  Understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of 

ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed.  

Seasonal packs  
At least twice every year we will provide an educational pack with interesting activities and 

resources around a seasonal event.   
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LET'S GET STARTED 

Now that we've given an overview of Fuel For School, let's have a look at what tangible 

things you can do to get started. Most of the following steps will require some coordination 

with your Fuel For School contact at The Real Junk food Project. Your contact is: 

Rene Meijer 
E-mail: rene@realjunkfoodsheffield.com 

Telephone: 07970 841 545 

Every school is asked to appoint a lead practitioner who will serve as a main contact for the 

Project, and lead for the program within your school. 

Organising your food deliveries and pickups 

Fuel For School will give you access to a weekly delivery of surplus. This delivery will be the 

stock for your food market, and so you will want to organise these as close together as 

possible. We generally recommend that you run your market stall at the end of a school 

day, so parents and guardians can visit when they pickup their children. 

Your Fuel For School delivery is available for up to 52 weeks of the year. If you do not want 

to take your delivery for certain weeks, for instance over the school holidays, you will also 

want to make sure this is coordinated in advance. 

Scheduling your launch: Assembly and workshop 

The Real Junk Food project will come to launch the project at an assembly. This assembly 

will introduce the project to the entire school and set out all of the key components and 

objectives in an engaging way. The main purpose of the assembly is to get everyone excited 

about being a part of this campaign. 

In addition we will come and run a workshop with the first group of pupils that will be 

running your market stall. This workshop may follow your assembly, but that isn't a 

requirement. This workshop will prepare your pupils for helping with the market stall. It is 

also an opportunity for lead practitioner to get some help and support in making sure the 

program gets the best possible start. 

Using the induction packs 

This set of induction materials consists of 5 more packs. These are intended for use with the 

group of pupils that will be running the market stall. This is something you can organise in 

many different ways. The induction packs are not limited to a particular curriculum area  or 

age group. Here are some examples of how you might organise this: 

• Your school council takes responsibility for running the market stall 

• You select a year group to take responsibility for the market stall, and every quarter 

of that group runs the market for half a term 

mailto:rene@realjunkfoodsheffield.com
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• You select volunteers from each year to periodically take ree responsibility for the 

market stall. 

The Induction packs are intended for use with a group of pupils in preparation for running 

the market stall. Activities can be run together or over a series of days or weeks, that is 

completely up to you. Your market stall can run without pupils for several weeks when you 

start. This will allow everyone to familiarise themselves with the concept, and give you some 

time to organise the preparations with your pupils. 
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FURTHER INFORMATION 

If you require any more information or support for Fuel For School at any point, please do 

get in touch with your coordinator. In addition there are some useful inks and addresses: 

The Real Junk Food Project Charitable Foundation  

Web: http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/  

E-mail: realjunkfood@outlook.com   
  

Fuel For School program  

Web: http://fuelforschool.info/   

E-mail: education@therealjunkfoodproject.org 

http://therealjunkfoodproject.org/
mailto:realjunkfood@outlook.com
http://fuelforschool.info/
mailto:education@therealjunkfoodproject.org
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